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Navigating the transition from

education to career can feel like taking

a daunting leap into the unknown.

Many struggle to walk the tightrope of

needing work experience to land a job

but needing a job to gain experience.

Dave Creek Media’s SPɅRK internship

program is designed to empower and

equip individuals with the skills and

experience needed to confidently

embark on their professional journey

and build their portfolios.

SPɅRK is a 12-week immersive

experience that combines education,

mentorship, and real-world projects to

jumpstart careers and ignite passions

in digital marketing. For recent

graduates or professionals looking to

pivot into a new industry, SPɅRK provides a structured pathway to success.

"At Dave Creek Media, we understand the challenges faced by aspiring professionals in today's

competitive job market," says Jakob Michaelis, Chief Strategy Officer and Program Director of

SPɅRK. "With SPɅRK, we aim to bridge the gap between education and experience, providing

participants with the tools and guidance they need to thrive in their careers."

http://www.einpresswire.com


Key features of the SPɅRK internship program include:

Deep-dive Skills Development: Participants have the opportunity to choose from six core paths,

allowing them to develop a highly relevant skill set tailored to their interests and career goals.

Peer-level Mentorship: SPɅRK interns benefit from mentorship by industry professionals who

have walked the same path and are now thriving in their careers. This peer-level mentorship

accelerates learning and fosters personal and professional growth.

Live Client Projects: Unlike traditional internships that offer simulated exercises, SPɅRK provides

hands-on experience working on real client projects for reputable brands. This exposure allows

interns to apply their skills in a practical setting and see tangible results.

Previous SPɅRK interns have spoken highly of their experiences. Evan Atkins, an extended Paid

Ads Intern from 2023, remarked, "The first thing that caught my attention is that you take what

you learn from your mentor and apply it to the work that you do for your clients in a live setting.”

Similarly, Addy Chenoweth, a Web Intern from the same cohort, praised the supportive

environment and resources available at Dave Creek Media.

Dave Creek Media has a longstanding commitment to nurturing talent, and SPɅRK is just one

facet of this endeavor. With the SPɅRK Internship program, participants are surrounded by a

supportive community dedicated to their growth and success.

Interested individuals are invited to attend the SPɅRK Interest Night on April 1, 2024, from 6 PM

to 7 PM at Dave Creek Media, located at 1123 N Front Street, Conway, AR 72034. This event

presents an opportunity to learn more about the program, meet the team, and explore potential

career pathways.

Interested parties can RSVP for the SPɅRK Interest Night here

https://davecreekmedia.com/spark/.
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